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On Optimum Allocation in Stratified Random Sampling

}ONGHO KIM

1. Introduction

In this paper we will consider the optimum allocation for estimation of population

means in stratified simple random sampling in case a multi-variate problem is treated in

a normal population. In ordinary sampling survey we should consider many variables at

the same time, but we treat the estimation problems of these variables independently,

and the optimum allocation method by Neyman is obliged to be modified so that a

certain compromised size is taken from among different sample sizes for each variate.

In these circumstances we must know the correlation coefficients among the variables

in each stratum, but if it were possible to get from previous experiences, we would

get an optimum allocation procedure for the estimation of means. Even if we stratify

the sampling units by each variate separately as used in the ordinary case, we can

also get an optimum size of allocation for the multi-variate case.

2. Optimum allocation

As the purpose for stratified random sampling, we can say the enhancement of

precision and the decrease of C03t. According to the way how we can come to the

purpose that \ye try to, because the sample size3 ni in the respective strata must be

determined before sampling, the problem of allocation of the sample size for each
stratum is happened to us. The better method of allocation we use, the better preci

sion of sample \,ill be. Accordingly, in order to get the best precision of the sample,

we ha\"e to determine the sample size ni in each stratum. In this case, the best way

of determination of the sam pIe size n, will be obtained by the standardization of a

certain comparison. The standard are variance and cost: It is desirable to take the

least variance as much as when we use a certain amount of cost and in case error is

constant, we can decrease the cost. Moreover, after determination of the cost function,

we will be able to determine the sample size ni in each stratum for variance to become

the minimum under the condition of the cost is constant. This determination of n, is

called a optimum allocation of the sample size in each stratum. In optimum allocation.

we can get minimum variance when we give the constant cost. This allocation of the

sample size is called optimum allocation by Deming. On the other hand, under the

condition for the sample size being constant the allocation of the sample size in the

stratum taking minimum variance is called optimum allocation by Neyman. And
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though we can get the allocation if we only know variance within stratum in optim

um allocation by Neyman, we can know variance within stratum or not. If we ignore

variance within stratum and put them into the same, there is a method w-hich we

make the allocation of the sample size in each stratum. We call it the proportional
allocation. It is possible to apply these various allocation not only to one variate

population but also to multi-variate population.

3. Allocation method for multi-variate case

Let us now consider the estimation problem for the means of a certain multi-variate

normal population by stratified random sampling.

First of all we treat in case of two-variables x and y.

NOTATION;

K: the number of strata N : the sizes of the population

n: the sizes of the sample Ni: the sizes of the i-th stratum

ni : the sample sizes of the i-th stratum

X and Y: the population means x and y : the sample estimates

vx 2 : the variance of X Vy2 : the variance of y
Vx. : the covariance of x and y p : the correlation coefficient of xand y

Then the probability density function of two-variate normal distribution is given

in the following :

(1)

If we put

I(x, fj) = 1 {(x- X)2-2/-Xy-Y +(y- y)2}]
2(1- p2) 0'" 0'" 0'. 0'.

0',,)0,0'.)0)

then

(2)

_ 1 {(X-X)2_2}-Xy-y+(y_y)2}=_~~
2(l_p2) rh '0'" 0'. 0'. 2

Therefore we know that the function I(x, y) is constant without reference to x
.and y. We see that the locus of point (x, fi) satisfying above condition is a quadratic
-curve. By the transformation

we have

(3)
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Evidently the equation (3) shows an ellipse with center (X, V), the ellipse is

called an ellipse of concentration. The area of the ellipse of concentration is proportional

to .v1-p2 when;t, (J" and (J" are constant. The area decrease and points (x, fj) are

-dense about (X, y) when IpI increase. Also the ellipse of concentration is given by

the variance-covariance matrix, namely

(4) (x-X, y-y)(~~: ~;gr\x-X, fj_Y)'=(~, 1);t-l(f, 1)'.

Making use of the expressions

(5)
_ 1 K _

X = -N-'~ Nixi,
i=l

- 1 ~N-y = -.<J ,y,
N '=1

for the estimation of means X and y in stratified random sampling with

(6)

We obtain

_ 1"'
Xi =-hXil,ni 1=1

_ 1"'
Yj = -n0 ~ Yjk'

J k=l

(7)

(8)

and for iot-j

(9)

(10)

Therefore, it follows from (7), (8) and (9) that

C,,2 = E(x2) - {E(x)}2 = -\- f N/ 1'!,-n, (Jx,2
N '=1 Ni -1 ni

(11)

(12) (J". = E(xfj)-E(x)E(fj)

= ~2.~N/{ ~'=~' 1 (NI, .~X'IYil)+ n,~l N~l XiV,}
~_l t nz t I-I nt r;

1 K KIN, N, 1 K _ _ 1 K K __

+ N2 5J5JN,Nj NN"~ 5JX'IYjk--N2 :~N/X'Yi- ~C2 5J5JNiNjX,Yj
i*j i J Z=l k=l ~=l LV i=Fi

1 ~ N N,-ni (Jx,y,
= N2·.:J i

2
N,-lt=l ni

lhus the equation (4) becomes

(13) (~, 1);t-l(~, 1)'=(~, 1) (IJ1?IJ~~IJ",,2 - IJ"2IJ"~~IJ",,2) (~, 1)'

if". IJ.
- (J,,2 IJ,/_(J"lJ2 (JlIJp2_ IJ",/
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~2(J,/ - 2frwx(Jy +7l2(J y2

I7l(Jy2_ 17x,l

and the area of the ellipse of concentration is given by :ry'(J/(Jy2_(J".2.

Hence, in order to decide the optimum size ni for the minimum error in the simul

taneous estimation, we have to minimize the value (C:l(Jy2_ 1l",}) under the condition
K

n = 2:: ni'
i=l

Let us consider an equation

(14) Q = (f: }I// Ni-ni (Jx,2)(f: N/ Ni-ni (Jy/)_ (1:. N/ Ni-n i IlX,y,)
2+Ai:: n,

'=1 Ni-1 ni i=1 N,-l n, '-I Ni-1 ni '=1

where A is a Lagrange's multiplier. Differentiating with respect to ni and putting zero,

we have

(15)

From (15), we have

(16)

hence ni is app3.rently pro~ortional to Ni and it depends on the quantities Il x" Il y, and

(J,y,. Putting

(J x,y, = P/Jx,(Jy, and N;-n i ~ Ni -1

according to the equation (15), we have

and substituting the expressions

2 _ 1 t N2 1l,,2
17" - N2 i=1 in.'

we get

2__1_ K 2 (Jy,2
(Jii - N2 ? Ni n '

s=1 i

_ 1 f, N2 (Jx.y.
17". - N2 £...J t--

t=l ni

Putting

the equation (17) represented by

(18)
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Thus the optimum size of allocation is obtained by solving the simultaneous equa
ltions (18). For this purpose, we put n; = -. then
U;

(19) i = 1. 2•......• k.

At first. we insert the first aproximate value- U(J)=(UI(J). u/D, ....... Uk(l») = (l. 1""".1)

into the left side of the equation (19) and get the second approximate value U(2)
= (U

I
(2\ U2 (2)........ UK (2») with

(20)

Inserting this U(2) into the left side of the equation (19). we have the third approxi
mate value U(3) and so on. We arrive at a limit.

A proof of the existence of this limit is given in the following:

From the above assumption, we get

ui(2) = ,/XN(tlaij Ujm)-i: =v;XN(~1 aij)-+
Ui(3) = ,;xN(f a;j ujm)-f

1=1

Ui(4) = ,;AN(f aij u/3») - f
;=1

Ui(4)-Ui(2)=VA N(f, aij u/3») -+- vXN(f aii)-+
;=1 )=1

=,;-XN(f aij U/ 3»)-+(f aij)-+ {(f aij)+-(f aij u/3»)+}
:)= 1 ]=1 :.1=1 1=1

=vA N(f aij Uj<3l) -+(f aij)-+ {(f aij U/ 3»)-t+(f aij)+} -I±aij(1-uP»).
J=l ;=1 J=1 )=1 J=l

We may assume that 0 <uP) ~ 1, and obtain U,<4) ~ U,<2).
Similarly,

U,(S)-Ui(3) = ';/1 N(~ aij U/4»)-+(~ aij uP»)-+ {(~ aij u/2»)+-(t aii U/4»)f}
]-1 ]-1 J-I )-1

= ,;~ N(f aij u/4») -+(f aij u/2») -+ {(£ aij u/4»)+
;=1 ;=1 ;=1

+(f aii u/2»)+} _I {f aij(u/2)-uP»)}
)=1 J=l

Therefore. u, (5) :<:.:: ui(3)
Thus we have the following

(21)

(22)

Hence we see that the limits U,tZk) and U,<2kt
l) exist.
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Moreover, since

(23)

(24)

we get

Heh:e

and

limlu/2k+D-u/2kl 1= O.
/,--->00

This shows that the existence of a limit U/
kl

•

4. Method of stratification

As was seen in the preceding section, we may treat the equation (14) in order to

stratify the sampling units to get better estimates of means. The essential part of the

method for a proper stratification is to minimize the expression such as

where Pi is the correlation coefficient between x and y in the i-th stratum. Let us

take the second term of G in the last expression. In order to minimize this term, we

have to stratify the sampling units so that (Jz/ly,-Pipjuz/ly. approaches to zero. This

means that the gradient of the regression line of y on x in the i-th stratum equals

that of x on y in the j-th stratum for any i and j. Accordingly, the two regression

lines must coincide in each stratum and have the same gradient with correlation

coefficient ± 1. In this case the first term of G equals to zero and the value of G

also equals to zero. In practical problems it is better to use a stratification method which

makes Pi near to 1. Generally it is more difficult to make Pi near to -1 than to 1.
On the other hand, when the sampling units are stratified so that Pi becomes 0 in

each stratum, which is used in many practical cases, the value of G becomes larger

than that in the above mentioned better stratification.

5. General method for multi-variate stratification

We develope a similar argument in the case of 3 or more variables.

In the case of 3 varibles, we put
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(26)

\V/ VXii i/""I
, I

Q=NG I(lxii (j,/ uii,1

(jxz O' fJz (j;/ I

Differentiating Q with respect to n, and putting it to zero, we have

. (27)

. 1
or puttmg U i = -,n, we obtain

i = 1, 2,···· ", k. I ' ,~

(28)

where

.,., ';1 .

(29)

where the summation covers all permutation. (i, j, k). The method in solving this

simultaneous equation (28) is carried out by the successive approximation in a similar
.f .::

way as in two variables.

As for a better stratification wc can proceed in the Eame \vay as in t·v.,~';vaiiabl~s
case:. 4

, Let ~s put
, , .~

(30)

r 2
ex,y. e: -,z, I. x,

= J.:: J!LJ\HJliL
C"XJYJ ltJ

2
C'YJZ, I

£.J,k nill jnk i
°:r.r. (J y.z· C, 2 ,

In order to minimize the value of this expression G, we try to mmlmlze these

values of determinants for any i, j and k. This is accomplished when the regres"ion

planes in all strata have the Eame direction cosines with multiple correlation coefficient

1. Because, if the value of the determinant for j = k for example, is zero, then the

direction cosines Rll(j)jux ,: R J2(j)juy,: RJ,(jJ/C'z, of the normal line of regression plane

of x on y and z in the i-th stratum ::atisfy the following equation

(31)

where Rim (j) is the cofactor of plm in the determinant
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1 prlYJ PI""
RU)= PI,gJ 1 PI,z,

p.,g, pg,z, 1

in the j-th stratum.

On the other hand if the multiple correlaiton coefficient ~uals 1 in the i-th stratum
then RCi) = 0, hence

that is

(32)

From (31) and (32), we obta~n two direction cosines which arc proportional to

each other, we can stratify the sa;m13ling units so that the regression planes in. all
strata become parallel to each other with multiple correlation coefficient 1.
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